In diffusion MRI (dMRI), microscopic diffusion anisotropy can be obscured by orientation dispersion. Separation of these properties is of high importance, since it could allow dMRI to non-invasively probe elongated structures such as neurites (axons and dendrites). However, conventional dMRI, based on single diffusion encoding (SDE), entangles microscopic anisotropy and orientation dispersion with intra-voxel variance in isotropic diffusivity. SDE-based methods for estimating microscopic anisotropy, such as the neurite orientation dispersion and density imaging (NODDI) method, must thus rely on model assumptions to disentangle these features. An alternative approach is to directly quantify microscopic anisotropy by the use of variable shape of the b-tensor. Along those lines, we here present the 'constrained diffusional variance decomposition' (CODIVIDE) method, which jointly analyzes data acquired with diffusion encoding applied in a single direction at a time (linear tensor encoding, LTE) and in all directions (spherical tensor encoding, STE). We then contrast the two approaches by comparing neurite density estimated using NODDI with microscopic anisotropy estimated using CODIVIDE. Data were acquired in healthy volunteers and in glioma patients. NODDI and CODIVIDE differed the most in gray matter and in gliomas, where NODDI detected a neurite fraction higher than expected from the level of microscopic diffusion anisotropy found with CODIVIDE. The discrepancies could be explained by the NODDI tortuosity assumption, which enforces a connection between the neurite density and the mean diffusivity of tissue. Our results suggest that this assumption is invalid, which leads to a NODDI neurite density that is inconsistent between LTE and STE data. Using simulations, we demonstrate that the NODDI assumptions result in parameter bias that precludes the use of NODDI to map neurite density. With CODIVIDE, we found high levels of microscopic anisotropy in white matter, intermediate levels in structures such as the thalamus and the putamen, and low levels in the cortex and in gliomas. We conclude that accurate mapping of microscopic anisotropy requires data acquired with variable shape of the btensor.
Introduction
Axons and dendrites, collectively referred to as neurites, are thought to exhibit anisotropic water diffusion (Beaulieu, 2002; Jespersen et al., 2007; Tournier et al., 2011) . Diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) thus holds promise to non-invasively infer information on these structures. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) can be used to quantify diffusion anisotropy on the voxel level (Basser et al., 1994 ). However, voxel-level anisotropy is determined not only by the microscopic anisotropy in neurites, but also by the level of orientation dispersion that they exhibit (Kroenke et al., 2004; Oouchi et al., 2007; Vos et al., 2011; Szczepankiewicz et al., 2015) . Quantification of neurite properties from dMRI must thus separate effects of microscopic anisotropy from orientation dispersion (Kroenke et al., 2004) .
Conventional dMRI, based on single diffusion encoding (SDE), inherently entangles microscopic anisotropy and orientation dispersion with intra-voxel variance in isotropic diffusivity (Mitra, 1995; Westin et al., 2016) . Microscopic anisotropy was nevertheless estimated with good accuracy from SDE data by Jespersen et al. (2010) , who also demonstrated dMRI-based neurite density maps in good agreement with myelin-stained histology slides. However, the acquisition was performed on fixed tissue, took 15 h and featured b-values markedly higher than what is clinically feasible (up to 15 ms/µm 2 ). The analysis also used an extensive model with up to 23 free parameters to capture both microstructure and orientation information. Even so, the neurite orientation dispersion and density imaging (NODDI) method was suggested to enable quantification of neurite density from a 10-minute only acquisition (Zhang et al., 2012) . To achieve this acceleration, NODDI relies on a much smaller dataset together with model constraints that connect microscopic anisotropy to diffusional properties of different water components.
A different approach to imaging microscopic diffusion anisotropy is to go beyond SDE and use diffusion encoding with variable shape of the b-tensor . While conventional SDE yields linear tensor encoding (LTE), other shapes can be obtained using nonconventional gradient waveforms. For example, the double diffusion encoding (DDE) sequence (Cory et al., 1990 ) yields planar tensor encoding (PTE), and a number of approaches exist for spherical tensor encoding (STE) (Wong et al., 1995; Eriksson et al., 2013; Sjölund et al., 2015) . Importantly, STE is sensitive only to the intra-voxel variation in isotropic diffusivity, and insensitive to anisotropy and orientation dispersion Lasič et al., 2014) .
Estimation of microscopic anisotropy through this approach has been performed previously by combining LTE and PTE from DDE (Özarslan and Basser, 2008; Jespersen et al., 2013; Lawrenz and Finsterbusch, 2013) . More recent work has shown that data acquired with variable shape of the b-tensor can be used to estimate the full diffusion tensor distribution (DTD) (de Almeida Martins and Topgaard 2016), or as in another approach, just the mean diffusion tensor and the tensor covariance of this DTD . The tensor covariance naturally separates variance due to microscopic anisotropy and intra-voxel variance in isotropic diffusivity . These variance components can also be estimated directly by joint analysis of LTE and STE data (Lasič et al., 2014) , using an approach we now refer to as 'diffusional variance decomposition' (DIVIDE) (Szczepankiewicz et al., 2016a) . Here, we introduce a novel method that we refer to as 'constrained diffusional variance decomposition' (CODIVIDE). CODIVIDE is based on the DIVIDE approach (Lasič et al., 2014) , but is more similar to NODDI since it employs a model that features three distinct components. However, the joint analysis of LTE and STE data allows CODIVIDE to rely on fewer assumptions and estimate additional parameters compared to NODDI.
NODDI arguably offers a simple method to quantify the neurite density, and thus the level of microscopic anisotropy, already from conventional LTE data. However, the model constraints that make this possible have not been validated experimentally, and the interpretation of the NODDI parameters has been called into question ). Yet, NODDI has been applied in clinical studies (Kamagata et al., 2015; Wen et al., 2015; Surova et al., 2016) , which have sometimes rendered unintuitive results. For example, Wen et al. (2015) cautioned against interpreting their finding of a neurite density contrast within gliomas as actually due to neurites. Since the interpretation of NODDI-based studies rests on the validity of the model constraints, it is of utmost importance to investigate them in detail. One way of doing so is to use data obtained with variable shape of the b-tensor. Since a correct model should be fairly invariant to acquisition parameters, the NODDI constraints may be validated by testing whether NODDI results are consistent between e.g. LTE and STE data.
In this work, we compared imaging of neurite density via NODDI with imaging of microscopic anisotropy via joint analysis of LTE and STE data using CODIVIDE. Both NODDI and CODIVIDE were applied to data acquired in the healthy brain and in glioma brain tumors, and the resulting parameter maps were compared. Furthermore, we investigated the NODDI model constraints by testing whether the NODDI analysis can be extended to and predict STE data. Finally, we simulated the response in the NODDI and CODIVIDE parameters to variations in the underlying DTD that may not conform to the model constraints.
Theory

Multi-component modeling of diffusion
Quantitative dMRI uses models that parameterize the diffusionweighted MR signal in terms of biophysically relevant features, which are then estimated as the solution to an inverse problem (Nilsson et al., 2013a) . NODDI and CODIVIDE belong to a class of methods that model the dMRI signal by separate components with Gaussian diffusion. The diffusion in the components are described by axially symmetric diffusion tensors with axial and radial diffusivities d || and d ⊥ , respectively. Here, we characterize these tensors by their isotropic diffusivity, d I =1/3d || +2/3d ⊥ , and their anisotropy,
, according to the formalism of Eriksson et al. (2015) .
We define a multi-component signal model common to both NODDI and CODIVIDE as
where, for component k, S k is the non-diffusion attenuated signal intensity and A k is the diffusion attenuation given by the properties of the encoding tensor (b, b Δ ) and the diffusion tensor (d I;k , d Δ;k ). The concept of describing the diffusion encoding by a tensor with a userdefined size (b) and anisotropy (b Δ ) is relatively recent (Eriksson et al., 2015; Westin et al., 2016) , and arose due to the use of novel diffusion sequences that vary the gradient direction between excitation and image readout Sjölund et al., 2015; Westin et al., 2016) . For clarity, we note that the conventional b-factor (b) is given by the trace of the b-tensor, while the anisotropy b Δ takes values between −0.5 for a planar tensor and 1 for a stick (or linear) tensor (Eriksson et al., 2015) . We assume axially symmetric b-tensors, whose shapes are fully described by b and b Δ . In our model, we neglect the orientation distributions of anisotropic components. Rather than to model and estimate these, we employ the concept of 'powder averaging', in which the data is arithmetically averaged across all encoding directions. This procedure has been applied frequently in the context of estimating microscopic anisotropy (Jespersen et al., 2013; Lawrenz and Finsterbusch 2013; Lasič et al., 2014) . It induces complete orientation dispersion, and thus an orientation invariant signal, provided that a sufficient number of directions are employed (Szczepankiewicz et al., 2016b) . After powder averaging, the signal attenuation in Eq. 1 is given by
where
and erf(x) is the error function (Lindblom et al., 1977; Callaghan et al., 1979; Kroenke et al., 2004; Eriksson et al., 2015) .
Overlapping constraints
Several models for diffusion in brain tissue include separate components for water with microscopically anisotropic diffusion (e.g. neurites) and water with more isotropic diffusion (e.g. the extracellular space) (Assaf et al., 2004; Jespersen et al., 2007; Fieremans et al., 2011) . NODDI and CODIVIDE additionally include an isotropic component (a 'ball') with fixed diffusivity to separate cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) from tissue. Furthermore, NODDI and CODIVIDE assume that the anisotropic component is described by a linear diffusion tensor (a 'stick'), since the small diameters of compartments with anisotropic diffusion such as neurites should lead to negligible levels of radial diffusivity (Kroenke et al., 2004 
The common model has six remaining free parameters: S FW , S TL , d I;TL , S TP , d I;TP , and d Δ;TP . Trying to fit all of them would generally lead to a degenerate problem , why additional constraints are required to obtain a robust model fit. In the following, we express the NODDI and CODIVIDE methods as different sets of such constraints.
NODDI constraints
The NODDI model after powder averaging can be obtained by reparameterizing Eq. 1 using signal fractions and applying three additional constraints. The TL and TP components are in NODDI referred to as the neurite (IC) and the extracellular (EC) components, respectively. The 'neurite density' (f IC ) is the signal fraction of the IC component, partial-volume corrected for free water, according to
The free-water signal fraction (f FW ) is defined as
For NODDI, Eq. 1 thus takes the form
where S 0 is the non-diffusion weighted signal intensity and A T is the 'tissue attenuation', given by
The axial diffusivity of the neurite component is in NODDI fixed to d ||;IC =1.7 µm 2 /ms (Zhang et al., 2012) . This parameter also affects the axial and radial diffusivities of the extracellular component, according to the following tortuosity model (Szafer et al., 1995) 
where τ 1 accounts for the orientation dispersion of the neurite component, and takes values between 1/3 and 1 for full to zero orientation dispersion (Zhang et al., 2012) . The value of τ 1 is in the original NODDI method computed from the orientation dispersion parameter (κ), which is not available in powder-averaged data. Fortunately, the value of τ 1 has a marginal effect on the powderaveraged signal, since d Δ;EC will be close to zero for any value of τ 1 unless f IC is very high. Here, we assume τ 1 =1, like in our preliminary work (Lampinen et al., 2015) , but we could have chosen any value in the interval [1/3 1] since it has negligible effect on the estimated parameters (Supplementary material). NODDI applies the three following constraints to the common model (Eqs. 1-6): 
which reduce the number of free parameters to three, leaving: S 0 , f FW , and f IC .
CODIVIDE constraints
We designed CODIVIDE to permit joint analysis of LTE and STE data, which has previously been shown to allow estimation of three microstructural parameters (Szczepankiewicz et al., 2016a) . We can thus relax constraints compared to NODDI, which only permits estimation of two parameters.
CODIVIDE employs the free-water fraction (f FW , Eq. 8) and a linear tissue fraction, defined according to
and Eq. 1 thus takes the form
CODIVIDE applies the two following constraints to the common model (Eqs. 1-6):
where d I;T , is the 'tissue mean diffusivity'. The constraints reduce the number of free parameters to four, leaving: S 0 , f FW , f TL , and d I;T . Table 1 summarizes the respective constraints applied to the common model by NODDI and CODIVIDE. We motivate the CODIVIDE constraints in the discussion.
NODDI with LTE versus STE data
STE permits a clarifying analysis of models, since the dependence of the signal attenuation on the shape of the diffusion tensor (d Δ ) disappears, leaving only the isotropic diffusivity (d I ). For NODDI, this reveals an interesting connection between the neurite density and the tissue mean diffusivity. With STE, Eq. 2 is simplified to
For NODDI with STE, Eq. 1 thus becomes
Table 1 Free parameters of the common model (Eqs. 1-6), presented with constraints for NODDI and CODIVIDE and the values used in the simulations. Cells marked with (-) denote that the parameter is not constrained. Simulation parameters defined by t were varied according to t∈[0 1]. All diffusivities are in µm 2 /ms. Note that the number of free parameters were reduced by one due to the relation Σf k =1. The S 0 parameter was omitted. The tissue attenuation is thus simplified to a biexponential function of a single free parameter (f IC ). By using a cumulant expansion on b, we can express Eq. 22 as a function of the tissue mean diffusivity d I;T and the 'variance in tissue isotropic diffusivity' V I;T , as
and
is valid up to the socalled convergence radius (Kiselev and Il'yasov, 2007) . In this case, the convergence radius computes to b-values of 3.5 ms/μm 2 or higher for f IC ∈[0.1 0.9], which should cover most clinically relevant acquisitions. Based on the NODDI constraints in Eqs. 13 and 14, Eq. 24 is equivalent to
which reveals a strong connection between neurite density and the tissue mean diffusivity (Fig. 1a ). V I;T is also a function of only f IC , which is illustrated in in Fig. 1b . From this theoretical exercise, we note that d I;T is closely related to the mean diffusivity (MD) parameter in diffusion kurtosis imaging (DKI; Jensen et al., 2005) , only partial-volume corrected for CSF (Eq. 21) as in Nilsson et al., (2015) . The f IC parameter could thus be computed in regions where no CSF is expected, or where it is suppressed by a fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequence (Steens et al., 2004) , by using Eq. 26 to simply remap the MD according to
By assuming f FW =0, off-the-shelf software could be used to obtain f IC instead of the complicated fitting procedures otherwise required to achieve sufficient computational performance when using NODDI (Daducci et al., 2015) .
Methods
Subjects, acquisition and post processing
In total, we used data from 12 volunteers and 5 patients with glioma tumors, some of which were included in previous studies ( Table 2 ). All experiments were approved by the Regional Ethical Review Board in Lund, and informed consent was obtained from each subject prior to participation. All tumor patients were examined before surgical excision.
The data were acquired at four systems (A, B, C, and D). The characteristics of the systems and sequences are shown in Table 2 . On system B, encoding waveforms were based on magic angle spinning of the q-vector (qMAS; Eriksson et al., 2013) , repeated on each side of the refocusing pulse (Lasič et al., 2014; Szczepankiewicz et al., 2015) . Optimized waveforms were used on systems A, C and D (Sjölund et al., 2015) , which allowed for markedly shorter echo times and higher signal-to-noise ratios, which were used to reduce the voxel sizes. On all systems, diffusion-weighted data were acquired with both LTE and STE (thus using b Δ =1 and b Δ =0, respectively), obtaining two otherwise identical datasets. Prior to subsequent analysis, the acquired dMRI data were motion corrected with Elastix (Klein et al., 2010) , using an a Sjölund et al. (2015) . b Eriksson et al. (2013) . c Szczepankiewicz et al. (2015) . d Szczepankiewicz et al. (2016a) . e Nilsson et al. (2016) . f STE waveforms were repeated the same number of times as the LTE waveforms were rotated.
extrapolation-based method to improve the performance at high bvalues . Fitting of both NODDI and CODIVIDE were performed using software available in the multidimensional diffusion MRI toolbox (https://github.com/markus-nilsson/md-dmri). NODDI parameter maps were obtained by fitting Eq. 9 to powder-averaged LTE data, which, in a fraction of the computation time, yielded maps of f IC and f FW that were nearly identical to those obtained using the NODDI toolbox (Supplementary material). NODDI maps were also obtained by fitting Eq. 21 to STE data. CODIVIDE parameter maps NODDI yielded a markedly higher fraction of anisotropic water than CODIVIDE in gray matter, with f IC values between 34 and 46%, compared with between 11 and 34% for f TL . The free-water fractions also differed in gray matter, where the f FW of NODDI was between 1 and 4% and the f FW of CODIVIDE was between 10 and 14%. The CODIVIDE d I;T maps were homogeneous, but did exhibit lower values in deep gray matter structures (white arrows) and higher values in some white matter structures (red arrows). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) Table 3 Parameter values for NODDI (fitted to LTE or STE data) and CODIVIDE (jointly fitted to LTE and STE data) for the system-A volunteers (n=10), with means and standard deviations. were obtained by fitting Eq. 17 jointly to the LTE and the STE data. The CODIVIDE fitting used lsqcurvefit of MATLAB with default settings and the following boundary conditions:
NODDI (LTE) NODDI (STE) CODIVIDE (LTE + STE)
/ms, where S max is the maximum signal value. We also enforced the condition f FW +f TL ≤1. Parameter initial guesses were obtained by randomly selecting numbers uniformly distributed within these boundaries. To avoid extreme local minima in a few voxels due to the random seeding of the initial guess, the fitting procedure was performed twice in each voxel after which the fit with the smallest residual was kept.
NODDI versus CODIVIDE in the healthy brain
Ten healthy volunteers were examined at system A, and maps of f FW and f IC for NODDI and f FW , f TL and d I;T for CODIVIDE were produced and compared. For quantitative comparison, parameters were extracted in a set of regions of interest (ROIs): frontal white matter (FWM), frontal gray matter (FGM), the (genu of the) corpus callosum (CC), the corticospinal tract (CST), the putamen (PUT), and the thalamus (THAL). The ROIs were defined using maps of S 0 , MD and fractional anisotropy (FA), obtained by fitting the DKI model to the LTE data. The S 0 and FA maps were used for regional differentiation, while the MD maps were used to exclude voxels with a suspected high CSF content. All ROIs, except the CC, were defined bilaterally.
NODDI versus CODIVIDE in gliomas
Five glioma brain tumor patients were examined at system B, and NODDI maps of f FW and f IC and CODIVIDE maps of f FW , f TL and d I;T were produced. The maps were compared visually in the tumors in terms of agreement and disagreement of important features.
NODDI in LTE versus STE
For the system-A volunteers, we investigated whether the NODDI parameters (f FW and f IC ) were consistent between LTE and STE data. For this we made use of predicted STE datasets, generated with Eq. 21 and values of f FW and f IC obtained from fitting Eq. 9 to LTE data. The predicted datasets were synthesized with the acquisition protocol of the actual STE acquisition, adding Rician noise with an SNR of 40.
To test whether NODDI results from LTE can be extended to STE, we compared the parameter maps obtained by fitting to LTE data versus STE data. We also compared the maps from LTE data to maps obtained by fitting to the STE data predicted from those maps. This was performed to confirm that the NODDI parameters can be estimated from STE data, i.e. that the NODDI model in STE is invertible with respect to f FW and f IC .
To investigate if and how the predicted STE data, obtained from a conventional NODDI fit to LTE, would differ from measured STE data, we compared corresponding 'predicted' and 'measured' maps of mean diffusivity. 
where m refers to the mean parameter value in the respective ROI.
Simulation of the bias incurred by violated model assumptions
We also performed numerical simulations to investigate the responses of the NODDI and CODIVIDE fit parameters to ground truth variations in the parameters of their common underlying model (Eqs. 1-6). Rather than comprehensively varying all free parameters (f FW , f TL , d I;TL , d I;TP , and d Δ;TP ), we limited the analysis to four illustrative cases to demonstrate the limitations of the two models. For each case, the model parameter values, fixed or variable, are given in Table 1 .
The first two cases were designed to challenge the NODDI constraints (Eqs. 13-15) that connect anisotropy to a fixed diffusivity Fig. 3 . Regions of interest. Six ROIs were defined for the system-A volunteers based on the parameter maps obtained through fitting the DKI model to the LTE data. These were frontal white matter (FWM), frontal gray matter (FGM), the (genu of the) corpus callosum (CC), the corticospinal tract (CST), the putamen (PUT) and the thalamus (THAL). Example ROIs are shown superimposed on the MD and FA maps from DKI. Fig. 4 . NODDI and CODIVIDE fittings in white and gray matter. Fitted curves (solid lines) for NODDI (panel a) and CODIVIDE (panel b) are shown in a white matter ROI (CST, left column) and a gray-matter ROI (FGM, right column), with signal-versus-b curves for the powder-averaged LTE data (×) and STE data (+). Based on the separation of the LTE and STE curves, we conclude a higher prevalence of microscopic anisotropy in the CST than in FGM. The fitted curves described the data well, except for the NODDI fit in FGM, where excess curvature was observed. Also, the STE data predicted using Eq. 21 and the parameters of the NODDI fit to LTE data (dashed line) indicated that the mean diffusivity was underestimated in the CST and overestimated in FGM.
(Eq. 26). In the first case, we investigated what happens if anisotropy varies under a fairly constant tissue mean diffusivity, which might e.g. be the case in the brain. The second case explored a situation where no anisotropy would be expected but diffusivity might vary for other reasons, in e.g. a glioma with variable density.
In the third and fourth cases, we examined how NODDI and CODIVIDE handle the presence of intra-voxel variance in isotropic diffusivity. The third case illustrated how in LTE, variance in isotropic diffusivity can be confused with anisotropy. Such a situation could e.g. arise in glioma brain tumors (Szczepankiewicz et al., 2016a) . In the fourth case, we challenged the CODIVIDE assumption of a single tissue mean diffusivity (Eq. 19).
In the simulations, we generated LTE and STE data using a protocol that resembled the one used at system A, and fitted the NODDI model to the LTE data and the CODIVIDE model jointly to the LTE and STE data as described above.
CODIVIDE applicability
We demonstrated the applicability of CODIVIDE at different platforms. CODIVIDE parameter maps were produced from the LTE and STE data obtained for one volunteer at each of systems C and D (Table 2 ). System C had little more than half the gradient strength of systems A and B, while the higher field strength, and thus shorter T2 , where the CODIVIDE f TL maps were dark. In these regions, the free-water fraction maps were dark, and d I;T appeared similar to the surrounding tissue. relaxation times, of system D put stronger demands on a short TE (Szczepankiewicz et al., 2016c) . Fig. 2 shows NODDI and CODIVIDE parameter maps from an example subject. Parameter values from the ROIs (Fig. 3) are reported in Table 3 .
Results
NODDI versus CODIVIDE in the healthy brain
The maps representing freely diffusing water (f FW ) yielded a reasonable definition of the CSF-rich regions of the brain for both NODDI and CODIVIDE. Numerically, values of f FW were similar in white matter (between 5 and 11%). However, they were markedly different in gray matter, where NODDI found low levels (between 1 and 4%), while CODIVIDE found levels similar to in white matter (between 10 and 14%).
The maps representing water with microscopically anisotropic diffusion (f IC from NODDI and f TL from CODIVIDE) showed good agreement in white matter, where they also had similar numerical values (between 55 and 80%). Both were insensitive to orientation dispersion and showed high values in regions known to have crossing fibers. However, NODDI detected comparatively high levels of microscopically anisotropic diffusion in gray-and mixed gray-white matter regions (f IC between 34 and 46%), where CODIVIDE detected considerably lower levels (f TL between 11 and 34%).
The maps of d I;T from CODIVIDE were homogenous throughout the brain, with values from 0.70 μm 2 /ms in the PUT to 0.83 μm 2 /ms in the CST. Among the more distinguishable features were lower values in deep gray matter structures ( Fig. 2b ; white arrows) and higher values in the internal capsule and in posterior and periventricular white matter ( Fig. 2b; red arrows) . Interestingly, gray matter structures, including the cortex, exhibited slightly lower values of d I;T compared with white matter structures. Fig. 4 illustrates NODDI and CODIVIDE fits in the CST (left column) and FGM (right column), for the powder-averaged LTE (×) and STE data (+). The separation of the LTE and STE curves is related to the degree of microscopic anisotropy relative to the variance in isotropic diffusivity (Lasič et al., 2014; Szczepankiewicz et al., 2015) , and was most prominent in the CST. For CODIVIDE, the fitted curves (solid lines) matched the acquired data well. For NODDI, the fitted curve in the CST showed a good match to the LTE data. In FGM, however, it exhibited an exaggerated curvature, which suggests an overestimation of f IC . The dashed lines in panel a show the STE data predicted using Eq. 21 and the NODDI parameters from fits to the LTE data. The slope was slightly too high in FGM, indicating that the mean diffusivity was overestimated. The reversed situation was seen in the CST. The maps representing anisotropic diffusion showed a striking difference in gliomas between NODDI and CODIVIDE. All tumors featured regions that appeared bright in the f IC map from NODDI but not in the f TL map from CODIVIDE (white arrows). These regions coincided with the regions of lower values in the f FW and d I;T maps. The higher f IC of NODDI is noteworthy, since gliomas are not expected to exhibit high levels of microscopically anisotropic diffusion (Szczepankiewicz et al., 2016a) . Fig. 6 highlights this difference in one region, and also shows signal-versus-b curves for the powder- Based on the separation of the LTE and STE data, we conclude that a low level of microscopic anisotropy was observed. The fitted CODIVIDE curve described the data well, while the excess curvature in the fitted NODDI curve indicated an overestimation of the f IC parameter. Fig. 7 . NODDI could not be extended from LTE to STE. Panel a shows the f IC and f FW parameter maps obtained by fitting to LTE data (left column) compared with corresponding maps obtained by fitting to predicted (middle column) and measured (right column) STE data. The maps of f IC and f FW obtained from predicted STE data exhibited the same contrasts as those obtained from LTE data, and showed a direct numerical relationship in the scatter plot (panel b, left column). This confirms that mathematically, the f IC and f FW parameters can be estimated with similar accuracy from either LTE or STE data. However, the contrast of the f IC map obtained from measured STE data bore little similarity to that of the f IC map obtained from LTE data, and the values corresponded poorly numerically (panel b, right column).
NODDI versus CODIVIDE in gliomas
averaged LTE (×) and STE data (+). Fitted curves are indicated with solid lines, while an inset plot in panel c shows the STE data predicted using Eq. 21 and the NODDI parameters obtained from a fit to the LTE data. The LTE and STE curves were only slightly separated in this tumor region, indicating low microscopic anisotropy. However, while the fitted curves of CODIVIDE described the data points well, the fitted curve of NODDI exhibited an even more exaggerated curvature than in FGM (Fig. 4a, right column) , indicating an even larger overestimation of f IC . Fig. 7a shows the comparison of f IC and f FW maps from NODDI, obtained from LTE data (left column) with corresponding maps obtained from predicted STE data (middle column) and measured STE data (right column), for an example subject. Parameter values are reported in Table 3 .
NODDI in LTE versus STE
The parameter maps from predicted STE data exhibited the same, albeit noisier, contrast as those from LTE data. This, and the clear direct relationships in the scatter plots (Fig. 7b, left column) , confirms that no information necessary for accurate parameter fitting was lost in the conversion from LTE to STE. However, the parameter maps from measured STE data were strikingly different from the LTE maps. The gray-white matter contrast in f IC , so clearly observed in the LTE data, was not reproduced from the measured STE data. Instead, the maps of f IC from measured STE data were homogenous and featured a contrast that appeared inversely correlated to the CODIVIDE d I;T map in Fig. 2b .
The gray-white matter f IC contrast ratio (CR, Eq. 29) was 0.07 with STE, compared with -0.45 with LTE. The increased homogeneity and marked change in contrast was reflected also in the scatter plot (Fig. 7b, right column) , where the f IC from STE data clustered around 0.4 to 0.6 and lacked obvious relation to the f IC from LTE data. The free-water fraction (f FW ) maps from STE data exhibited an increased gray-white matter contrast (CR=1.1) compared with the maps from LTE (CR=-1.5). Note also that the high values of f FW in white matter were absent in STE. We conclude that NODDI results from LTE could not be extended to STE. Fig. 8 shows the comparison of the voxel isotropic diffusivity (d I ) maps obtained by fitting Eq. 28 to predicted (left column) versus measured (middle column) STE data, together with the MD maps obtained from fitting DKI to LTE data (third column). Parameter values are reported in Table 4 . When obtained from predicted STE data, the d I map exhibited a strong gray-white matter contrast (C=0.19), consistent with the f IC map in Fig. 7a (middle column) and the relation in Eq. 26 (Fig. 1a) . When obtained from measured STE data, however, the contrast was weak to non-existent (C=0.02). The MD map from DKI also exhibited a lower gray-white matter contrast (C=0.09). These findings suggest that the relation in Eq. 26, and in extension the NODDI constraints (Eqs. 13-15), are invalid in the brain.
Simulation of the bias incurred by violated model assumptions
Figs. 9 and 10 show the responses in NODDI and CODIVIDE fit parameters to four cases where the parameters of their common underlying model (Eqs. 1-6) are varied. The parameter variations are listed in Table 1 and are illustrated by corresponding diffusion tensor distributions in the middle row of the figures, which show the two extremes and the situation in between. The powder-averaged LTE (×) and STE (+) signal-versus-b curves that correspond to each illustration are shown in the bottom row. Fig. 9 demonstrates the effect on the NODDI f IC and f FW parameters when anisotropy and diffusivity do not vary according to the relation in Eq. 26 (Fig. 1a) . In Fig. 9a , spherical diffusion tensors ('balls') were replaced with linear diffusion tensors ('sticks') with unchanged isotropic diffusivity (d I;T =0.73 µm 2 /ms). The STE curves were unaffected, while the LTE curves exhibited increasing curvature. For high anisotropy, the f IC of NODDI and the f TL of CODIVIDE were similar. For low anisotropy, however, the f IC of NODDI never got below approximately 0.4, despite the complete absence of simulated "neurites". Fig. 9b shows the effects of varying the isotropic diffusivity of spherical diffusion tensors, from 1.6 to 0.6 µm 2 /ms. No anisotropy was present, but when the mean diffusivity was varied, NODDI interpreted this as changing amounts of "neurites". CODIVIDE was not biased in these situations.
In Fig. 10a , linear diffusion tensors were replaced with spherical diffusion tensors with a variance in isotropic diffusivity that matched the diffusivity variance due to anisotropy. The LTE curves were thus insensitive to this change, while the STE curves responded to the increased variance in isotropic diffusivity. Thus, the f TL of CODIVIDE, obtained through joint analysis of LTE and STE data, captured the decrease in anisotropy while the f IC of the LTE-based NODDI did not. In Fig. 10b , the isotropic diffusivity of spherical diffusion tensors increased from 0.3 to 0.9 µm 2 /ms, while that of an equal fraction of linear diffusion tensors was constant (0.6 µm 2 /ms). Together, the LTE and STE curves were able to capture the change in variance in isotropic diffusivity. However, since the CODIVIDE constraint in Eq. 19 (d I;TP =d I;TL ) was violated, the simulation resulted in a bias in f FW . The f TL parameter remained relatively correct, however, while the f IC of NODDI exhibited high sensitivity to changes in the mean diffusivity. Table 2 shows an overview of the protocol parameters used for data acquisition. Fig. 2b shows CODIVIDE maps from system A, Fig. 5b from system B and Fig. 11 from system C and D. As shown, the quality Fig. 8 . NODDI predicted a spurious gray-white matter contrast in mean diffusivity. Maps of the voxel isotropic diffusivity (d I , Eq. 28) are shown for predicted (left column) and measured (middle column) STE data, together with the MD of DKI obtained from LTE data (right column). The d I map from predicted STE data exhibited a high contrast between gray and white matter. In practice, the diffusivity contrast was much flatter, as seen from the d I map obtained from measured STE data and the MD map of DKI. The finding suggests that the relation implied by the NODDI constraints (Eq. 26, Fig. 1a) is incorrect. This also explains the appearance of the f IC map from STE data (Fig. 7a, right  column) , and suggests that the NODDI constraints are invalid in the brain.
CODIVIDE applicability
Table 4
Values of the voxel isotropic diffusivity (d I , Eq. 28), as obtained from predicted (p) and measured (m) STE data, together with values of the MD of DKI from measured LTE data, with means and standard deviations for the system-A volunteers (n=10). of the obtained maps was high regardless of the two features that are most important for data quality in dMRI: the field strength and the maximal gradient amplitude. All datasets were obtained within clinically acceptable scan times (8-14 min).
Discussion
Inference of specific microstructural information such as the neurite density from dMRI data suffers from a fundamental problem: the underlying tissue can vary in more ways than is reflected in the data. For the moderate b-values used at most clinical MRI scanners, the signal-versus-b curve from LTE is essentially described by only two diffusion-related parameters: an initial slope and a curvature (Kiselev and Il'yasov, 2007) . The slope contains information on the mean diffusivity, while the curvature reflects intra-voxel variance in apparent diffusivity, or the so-called kurtosis (Jensen et al., 2005; Yablonskiy and Sukstanskii, 2010) . Many different systems could give rise to the exact same slope and curvature, and it is a degenerate problem to differentiate among them . Inference of specific features must thus rely on constraints that preselect among the possible systems and recast the slope and curvature into other parameters with a more straightforward interpretation (Fieremans et al., 2011) . However, the constraints do not add information, so it is not a random chance that many examples in the literature allows estimation of just two non-orientation related microstructure parameters, e.g. the f IC and f FW parameters of NODDI (Zhang et al., 2012) , the f IC and d ||;IC parameters in Kaden et al. (2016) and the distributed diffusion coefficient and stretching parameter from the stretched exponential model (Bennett et al., 2003) . The problem is, of course, that as soon as the tissue does not conform to the constraints of a particular model, the specific parameter interpretation becomes erroneous.
Our results suggest that the constraints employed by NODDI are invalid in the brain and in gliomas. A core assumption in NODDI connects f IC directly to the mean diffusivity of tissue (Eq. 26, Fig. 1a ). Our findings, as well as preliminary high b-value results from Novikov et al. (2016) , do not support the plausibility of this relation. First, for the reported interval of f IC values, between 0.4 in gray matter to 0.8 in white matter (Zhang et al., 2012) , the relation implies corresponding values of d I;T between 1.0 and 0.6 µm 2 /ms. This predicts a substantial gray-white matter contrast in mean diffusivity (Fig. 8, left column) . In practice, however, the contrast is considerably flatter (Fig. 8) , which is in line with previous results from e.g. fluid-attenuated DTI (Steens et al., 2004) . Second, while NODDI should be possible to extend from LTE to STE data, the STE-based f IC maps lacked any resemblance to the LTE-based ones (Fig. 7) . Third, the NODDI fit in gray matter was relatively poor, showing exaggerated curvature (Fig. 4) , and the f IC values suggested higher levels of microscopic anisotropy than what could be expected based on the separation of the LTE and STE curves. This was observed also in gliomas, where CODIVIDE detected little to no water undergoing anisotropic diffusion (Fig. 5b ), in agreement with previous results using both DIVIDE and histology . The invalidity of the constraints in gliomas is not surprising, but results in surprisingly high values of f IC in a tissue The lack of the expected decrease in d I;T for high anisotropy could be partly compensated for with an increased f FW (inset plot). In panel b, the underlying system never contained anisotropic diffusion tensors. However, the f IC of NODDI exhibited an inverse relationship to the tissue mean diffusivity, as in Fig. 1a . The CODIVIDE parameters were not biased in these situations.
where no substantial amounts of neurites are expected (Fig. 6a) . The implication of our results is that the NODDI f IC parameter should not be interpreted as being specific to neurite density, in contrast to what was suggested in Zhang et al. (2012) . A similar situation faced users of DTI, who early on tried to interpret the FA parameter as an index of 'white matter integrity' (Jones et al., 2013) . While FA does respond according to this interpretation in some cases (Lebel and Beaulieu, 2011; Surova et al., 2013) , the opposite can also hold true (Douaud et al., 2011) . Today, FA is recognized as a parameter with limited specificity to the underlying microstructure (Oouchi et al., 2007; Vos et al., 2011; Jones et al., 2013; Szczepankiewicz et al., 2015) . In Figs. 9 and 10, we illustrated several conditions where changes to the voxel composition yield incorrect interpretations of the f IC parameter as neurite density. In particular, we illustrated how the tortuosity constraint (Eqs. 11 and 12) makes f IC very sensitive to changes in the mean diffusivity (Fig. 9) . That a tissue mean diffusivity lower thañ 1.7 µm 2 /ms automatically yields a nonzero f IC in NODDI may explain the high f IC seen in gray matter, and in the gliomas in the present study and in that of Wen et al. (2015) . Moreover, several conditions exist where there are transient changes to the mean diffusivity, but where no considerable changes to the neurite density are expected. Examples include reversible ischemia (Davis et al., 1994) , transient ischemic attacks (Kidwell et al., 1999) , aquaporin knockout by RNA interference (Badaut et al., 2011) , or reversible edema (Sundgren et al., 2002) . We hypothesize that in all these conditions, a considerable, but spurious, change would be seen in the f IC parameter.
By varying the anisotropy of the b-tensor, e.g. through joint analysis of LTE and STE data, three meaningful microstructure parameters can be obtained from data (Szczepankiewicz, 2016a ), compared to the two available in LTE data with moderate b-values (Kiselev and Il'yasov, 2007) . These parameters refer to characteristics of the microstructure "kernel", which can be analysed separate from the orientation distribution (Kaden et al., 2016; Novikov et al., 2016) . The extra information encoded by STE may address the issue of model degeneracy highlighted by Novikov et al. (2015) and Jelescu et al. (2016) . The degeneracy arises when using LTE data with moderate b-values to fit a twocomponent model with four parameters; the axial diffusivity of the intra-neurite component (d ||;IC ), the axial and radial diffusivities of the extra-neurite component (d ||;EC , and d ⊥;EC ) and the intra-neurite fraction (f IC ). Two 'branches' or 'sets' of solutions may yield identical signal predictions, even though they have radially different microstructural properties (d ||;IC ≪d ||;EC , 'set A') or (d ||;IC ≫d ||;EC , 'set B'). Fieremans et al. (2011) encountered a similar situation when recasting kurtosis indices to the axonal water fraction. While sets A and B are indistinguishable from the perspective of LTE, they can by differentiated by STE. The STE data in the present report, as well as in Szczepankiewicz et al. (2015) and in preliminary results by Dhital et al. (2015) , favors set B (Supplementary material). Note that all four parameters of this two-component model cannot be estimated even with LTE and STE data, but preliminary results suggests that LTE with ultrahigh b-values (10 ms/μm 2 ) may contribute to a solution . Further research is needed to elucidate the interplay between data acquisition strategies (choice of b-values, directions, and b-tensor shapes) and model constraints, in particular since we by using Table 1 . Corresponding powder-averaged LTE (×) and STE (+) signal-versus-b curves are shown in the bottom row. In panel a, the LTE, but not the STE curves, were insensitive to the difference between microscopic anisotropy and variance in isotropic diffusivity. Consequently, the f IC of the LTE-based NODDI was confounded, while the f TL of CODIVIDE, based on joint analysis of LTE and STE data, was not. In panel b, the fraction of linear diffusion tensors was constant, while the isotropic diffusivity of the spherical diffusion tensors was increased. This violated the CODIVIDE assumption of a single tissue mean diffusivity (Eq. 19), which made CODIVIDE capture the isotropic variance with a bias in f FW . However, the f TL parameter exhibited little bias, while the f IC of NODDI was pressed upwards for low diffusivities.
powder averaging ignore the information encoded by varying the encoding direction with LTE. Since CODIVIDE is based on a joint analysis of LTE and STE data that yields three diffusion-related parameters, it requires only two constraints to recast those parameters into the properties of the fiveparameter signal model common to NODDI and CODIVIDE (Eqs. 1-6). With the first constraint (Eq. 18), which assumed isotropic diffusion in the TP component, we chose to view the TL and TP components as phenomenological 'basis' functions. They are designed to capture the relative amount of microscopically anisotropic diffusion in tissue, regardless of whether it stems from intra-or extracellular sources. Consequently, we do not suggest the f TL to be selectively assigned to the density of either the intra-or the extracellular space. The second constraint (Eq. 19) locks the isotropic diffusivities of tissue components with respect to each other, according to d I;TL =α d I;TP . The choice of α = 1 was made based on a flat mean diffusivity in tissue (Fig. 8) . Variations in the tissue morphology that supposedly cause variations in microscopic anisotropy across the brain appears to produce only small variations in d I . We acknowledge that the constraint may be incorrect and lead to bias. In particular, d I;TL < d I;T would result in a positive bias in f FW (Fig. 10b) , which would also explain the surprisingly high fraction of free water throughout the brain (Table 3) . However, alternative values of α of 0.75 and 1.25 do not have a strong effect on the obtained parameter maps (Supplementary material). Addressing this assumption and separating the tissue components in a data-driven approach requires the acquisition of data in yet another dimension, using, for example, exchange mechanisms (Nilsson et al., 2013b) , inversion recovery sequences (De Santis et al., 2016) or exploiting hindered diffusion in the extracellular space (Burcaw et al., 2015) . However, extending the analysis with such methods was outside the scope of the present report.
A remarkable feature of CODIVIDE is that it detects low levels of microscopic anisotropy in gray matter. We believe this is a true finding and not due to modeling error. First, it is suggested in the data from a phenomenological point of view, with only slight separations observed between the LTE and STE signal-versus-b curves (Fig. 4) . Second, the observed progression in f TL from FGM to PUT to THAL corresponds well to the progression in presence of myelinated fibers (Whittall et al., 1997; Zhang et al., 2015) . We suspect that the intracellular space of the axodendritic network does not in fact constitute a microscopically anisotropic domain in the living human brain. This could be the result of short segment-lengths of dendrites and axonal processes, or more likely, due to fast exchange across the membranes, but further research is warranted in order to corroborate this finding.
There are no technical barriers to acquiring data with variable shape of the b-tensor (Sjölund et al., 2015) , even though the tensor encoding required for CODIVIDE is not available as standard on clinical systems. We here demonstrated that high-quality maps could be obtained also on systems with a gradient performance lower than on those used for the main results, and also at higher field strengths of 7 T (Fig. 11) .
Finally, note that we consider CODIVIDE more as a tool for exploring effects of model constraints rather than a final product for neuroimaging studies. The component formulation requires strong assumptions, which entails the risk of prescribing erroneous interpretations. This risk is especially high in pathology, which could introduce effects not accounted for in the model (e.g. exchange, see Lampinen et al. (2016) ). This insight may be an argument in favor of using phenomenological models such as those of DKI or DIVIDE, rather than biophysical models with a supposedly higher interpretability, which may or may not be correct in pathology.
Conclusions
NODDI relies on strong model assumptions to infer specific microstructural properties from data with limited information content. By using spherical tensor encoding (STE), we demonstrate that these assumptions are invalid. As a consequence, NODDI estimated higher levels of water with microscopic diffusion anisotropy in gray matter and glioma tumors than was supported from a joint analysis of LTE and Fig. 11 . CODIVIDE is feasible at a wide range of platforms. System C (panel a) was equipped with 40 mT/m gradients, and system D (panel b) had higher field strength of 7 T. Neither the relatively weaker gradients in system C nor the shorter relaxation times at system D prevented the estimation of high-quality maps from CODIVIDE. STE data. A more data-driven approach to measuring microscopic anisotropy is to use a variable shape of the b-tensor, such as in CODIVIDE. Due to being informed by both LTE and STE data, CODIVIDE can relax constraints on the underlying tissue model and more accurately quantify microscopic anisotropy. However, component-based approaches require strong assumptions and risk prescribing incorrect interpretations of its model parameters whenever the assumptions are invalid. Phenomenological models, such as the original DIVIDE approach, may thus be preferred in pathology, since their parameters can be interpreted on a study-by-study basis rather than having a predefined but incorrect interpretation.
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